BAILEY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS: EMAIL SIGNATURES

**ALL NAME TAGS**

- Plastic 3” x 1.5” name tag (badge) with magnet
- University-branded color to use: Poly Green
  CYMK: 93, 24, 85, 68
  PMS: 3435C

---

**VERSION 1**

**First/Last Name**
Title
She/Her/Hers

**Version 1 SPECS**

- Bailey College of Science and Mathematics logo = 0.475” height
- Name text = 18 pt, Source Sans Pro Bold
- Title text = 9 pt, Source Sans Pro Regular
- Pronouns text = 9 pt, Source Sans Pro Regular
- Bottom margin = 0.1875”

---

**VERSION 2**

**First/Last Name**
Title, Department/Area
He/Him/His

**Version 2 SPECS**

- Bailey College of Science and Mathematics logo = 0.475” height
- Name text = 18 pt, Source Sans Pro Bold
- Title, Dept/Area text = 9 pt, Source Sans Pro Regular
- Pronouns text = 9 pt, Source Sans Pro Regular
- Top margin = 0.1875”

---

**VERSION 3**

**First/Last Name**
Title
Department/Area

**Version 3 SPECS**

- Bailey College of Science and Mathematics logo = 0.475” height
- Name text = 18 pt, Source Sans Pro Bold
- Title text = 9 pt, Source Sans Pro Regular
- Dept/Area text = 9 pt, Source Sans Pro Regular
- Bottom margin = 0.1875”